
 

 

 

Capel-le-Ferne Primary 

Handwriting Policy 
 

Rationale:  

The ability to write fluently and legibly gives children a means to communicate 

their thoughts and ideas efficiently. Handwriting is a skill which must be learnt 

in order to provide a style which becomes simple to produce and easy to read.   

Cursive handwriting helps children to learn and remember spelling patterns. It is 

an integral part of the multisensory technique enabling pupils to make the 

automatic symbol-sound relationship for spelling.  All children are introduced to 

Cursive Handwriting from the start of Early Years Foundation Stage. We 

believe this raises standards in handwriting throughout the whole school, 

developing confidence, accuracy and fluency and improved presentation.    

Cursive writing helps:   

 Minimise confusion for the child as every letter starts on the line with an 

entry stroke and leads out with an exit stroke. 

  It aids the left to right movements through each word across the page 

and helps develop a child's visual memory. 

 It helps sequencing and prevents reversals, inversions and omissions. 

 It aids legibility, especially for those with motor and spatial difficulties, 

providing a motor training programme. 

 Letters naturally flow into each other, it is impossible to write separate 

letters without joining, therefore it will eventually help them to increase 

the speed of their writing.  

 Form spacing between words as the child develops whole word awareness   

  

A cursive style of handwriting is recommended by the British Dyslexia 

Association. 

 



 

 

Aims  

Our objective is to help pupils enjoy learning and developing their handwriting 

with a sense of achievement and pride. We aim for our pupils to develop a neat, 

legible, speedy handwriting style using continuous cursive letters that leads to 

producing letters and words automatically in independent writing by:  

 Providing equal opportunities for all pupils to achieve success in 

handwriting.  

 Producing clear, concise, legible handwriting in all areas of the 

curriculum.   

 Developing accuracy and fluency.   

 Helping children recognise that handwriting is a form of communication 

and as such should be considered important in order for it to be 

effective.  

 Promoting confidence and self-esteem.  

 Encouraging children to take pride in their work. 

 Helping children recognise that handwriting as a life-long skill and will be 

a fundamental element of all forms of written communication throughout 

their lives.  

 Adopting a common approach towards handwriting by all adults when 

writing in children’s books, on the whiteboard or on displays/resources. 

 Having a consistent whole school approach to the teaching of 

handwriting. 

Statutory Requirements:  

Statutory requirements for the teaching and learning of English are laid out in 

the National Curriculum English Document, which details specific requirements 

and expectations for the teaching of handwriting from Year 1 to Year 6. At 

EYFS requirements and expectations for writing development are detailed in 

the Physical Development and Literacy section of the Statutory Framework for 

Early Years Foundation Stage. 

 

In Early Years Foundation Stage: 

The children will access a range of learning opportunities that will support the 

development of their shoulder, elbow, wrist stability and bi-lateral use of their 

hands.  They will also develop control of writing implements and develop hand 

eye co-ordination and fine motor strength.  They will learn directional sequences 

and movements. 



 

  

For example to enhance gross motor skills we encourage movements such as air-

writing, pattern making and dancing with ribbons and streamers.  We also 

develop balance skills/upper body strength through sweeping, digging, climbing 

trees, using large play equipment and crawling on all fours on floor which 

encourages shoulder/hand strengthening. Fine motor skills are also developed 

through activities such as squeezing wet sponges, finger painting, water and 

sand play, malleable and messy for example play dough or gloop. We practice 

fastening buttons, pulling up coat zips, threading, tweezers, cutting and pinching 

clay.  

The children will be encouraged to sit in the correct position and hold a pencil 

correctly to allow fluid movement of the nib. They will hold a pencil using a 

dynamic tripod grip for writing and will be encouraged to correct any errors in 

grip and will understand the language “patter” to describe pencil movements in 

preparation of letter formation. However we do acknowledge that not all 

children respond to holding a pencil in this style and it does not suit all children. 

Comfort and ease of movement are more important. 

 

Correct sitting position:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Above show the early stages of pencil grip development – All children start mark 

making with a Palmer Supinate grip and progress into a tripod grip (shown 

below). 

 

 

 

 

 Dynamic Tripod Grip 

 

Pencil grips and triangular pencils are used to encourage a good grip, and 

children are monitored so that they do not hold the pencil too tightly which 

produces tension in the arm and shoulder. Children who are left handed are 

encouraged to tilt their work clockwise so that they can more easily see what 

they have written.  Children are provided with a designated ‘writing area’ and it 

is also integrated into other learning areas such as the role play area or building 

site. This gives status to their early independent writing and develop a positive 

attitude to the act of writing, and left-right orientation is encouraged.   

The children will understand that letters are written on a base line and that all 

cursive letters ‘start on the line’ and ‘end with a hook’.  They will learn that 

letters are part of “Letter Families” and will begin to form recognisable joined-

up cursive letters, capital letters and numerals.  When learning letter sounds we 

use the Ann Smalberger program which is bespoke to Capel School. 

Children’s name cards and self-registration cards will be in cursive script. 

Teachers will use a range of script for displays but will also handwrite in cursive 

for classroom display. In EYFS high frequency words will be displayed in cursive 

script.   

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.highcliffeprimary.dorset.sch.uk%2Fhandwriting-patterns%2F&psig=AOvVaw1NiCsu2UgA9p4ALhLxvl1s&ust=1599815326143000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPie5NOe3usCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE
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https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fkidstms.com%2Fhow-do-you-hold-your-pen%2F&psig=AOvVaw0H7WTeRnUpHE99GDuL7pqY&ust=1600160960465000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiykZ-m6OsCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


 

 

Children need to know that there are different types of font as books, 

computers etc all produce a wide range of writing styles. For the purposes of 

learning letter sounds – recognition of the letters - children will be shown 

regular print but when the formal writing takes place this will be in cursive. 

By the end of the foundation stage, most children are able to use a pencil, 

holding it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are correctly 

formed using cursive handwriting. 

  

 

 
 

Key Stage 1  

In Key Stage 1, building on EYFS, pupils develop a legible style.  This is achieved 

by reinforcing a comfortable and efficient pencil grip and by practising 

handwriting in conjunction with spelling and independent writing.  Correct letter 

orientation, formation and proportions are taught in line with our agreed 

handwriting style.  Children use joined handwriting for all writing, except where 

other special forms are required.  

Formal handwriting practice is undertaken daily in Year 1 and individual letter 

formation is consolidated and similarly formed letters are joined together.  

Formal handwriting practice is undertaken at least three – five times a week 

(depending upon the need within the cohort) in Year 2, and spelling patterns and 

letter strings are rehearsed to reinforce and improve spelling skills. 



 

 

 

 Handwriting practice can be included in homework in Year 1 and 2. Specific 

needs of individual pupils are met through individual or small group support with 

the teacher or teaching assistant. 

 

Key Stage 2  

In Key Stage 2 pupil’s handwriting speed, fluency, and legibility are built up 

through practice.  Children use joined handwriting for all writing unless other 

specific forms are required, e.g. printing on a map, note taking, posters etc - 

appropriateness to the task being paramount.  Children will begin to use a 

handwriting pen for the majority of classwork where appropriate.   

The teaching of handwriting generally occurs outside of English lessons, 

although shared and guided writing provides many opportunities for modelling 

and monitoring of handwriting.   

Formal handwriting practice is undertaken at least three times a week in year 3 

and 4, and spelling patterns and letter strings are rehearsed to reinforce and 

improve spelling skills.  

Formal handwriting practice is undertaken at least twice a week in year 5 and 6 

and spelling patterns and letter strings are rehearsed to reinforce and improve 

spelling skills.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Cursive letter Families: 

These letter families indicate the order and groupings that letters will be 

taught and practiced in.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Guidance for the phased teaching of Cursive Writing: 

1. Ensure the child is ready to write (can they draw kisses correctly?) 
Encourage lots of large motor and fine motor movements such as climbing and cutting 
with scissors. 

2. Teach how to make the letter shapes 
Use single letters with exit strokes and ensure the child knows which movement group 
each letter belongs to. Teach by demonstration and observing the children’s practice. 
Young children can make their letters in sand, paste etc before using pens or pencils. 

3. Teach capital letters and use for names, e.g. Oliver 
Capitals are as tall as h, l, b etc and do not join to the other letters in a word. 

4. Write letters on a single line 
The tails of g, p, etc should hang below the line. 

5. Teach the relative size of letters 
Give the three sizes names: attic (h, b, etc), room (a, e, etc), cellar (g, y, etc) or sky, 
grass, underground. 

 

6. Show how words need a small space between them 
Please do not use a finger as a spacer – a lolly stick or piece of card is better.  

7. Teach how to join the letters 
In Key stage 1 it is acceptable for children to omit joining after g, y, j, x, z. 

8. Encourage writing at increasing speed 
Introduce loops to y, g, j to increase fluency, and make other individual modifications. 

9. Encourage self evaluation of handwriting using the ‘S’ Factors 
These are sitting, size, shape, spacing, slant, stringing (i.e. joining) and speed. 

 

Learning environment:  

A mixture of print and cursive writing should be displayed around each 

classroom and on display boards around the school.  

 

 Discrete Handwriting Lesson:  

Discrete teaching requires clearly structured and focused teaching and learning. 

It involves explanation, demonstration and practice of the skill of handwriting. 

This skill can then be applied or used in contexts across the curriculum. 

Discrete teaching can help to prevent poor handwriting by clearly indicating the 

relationships between letters and the relationship of each letter to the writing 

base line  

https://nha-handwriting.org.uk/shop/s-factors/


 

 

In the discrete teaching of handwriting, each lesson should have a clear and 

simple focus (eg the correct formation of a single letter, revision of a group of 

letters such as those requiring clockwise movements, the introduction of a 

particular aspect of linking such as hooks, or the practice of linking letters in 

commonly found patterns). Letters should be taught in letter family groups and 

their similarities and differences should be stated clearly as this reduces the 

amount of new information to be learned as each new letter or type of linking is 

introduced. 

 

Expectations of All Adults:  

All adults in school are the most important role model for presentation and high 

expectations. They are responsible for modelling good practice, ensuring all 

children understand and follow handwriting expectations and intervene to 

ensure all children present their work to the best of their ability.   

 

Therefore, all staff must:  

 Have high expectations of children’s work and the way it is presented;  

 Regularly remind children of expectations for handwriting and 

presentation.  

 Communicate clearly to children expectations for the presentation of 

their work;   

 Monitor children’s handwriting daily and provide adequate time for them 

to respond to feedback and marking.   

  Encourage children to monitor their handwriting, presentation, edit their 

own work and provide strategies for presenting it appropriately.   

 Ensure that children are following the school handwriting policy in all 

pieces of work;   

 Model the school handwriting script at all times including on the board 

and in marking. 

 

Inclusion and Equal Opportunities  

All children will have the opportunity to develop their handwriting skills of 

legibility and fluency.  However, some pupils may need more support and a 

specific individual, (Personalised Plan) or group programme would be 

implemented and monitored closely by the class teacher and SENCO.   



 

 

Outside agencies, such as Occupational Therapy would be consulted as 

necessary. It is recognised that it is essential for all children, especially those 

pupils with specific learning difficulties, to be closely observed when learning 

the correct formation of individual letters.  This will ensure that posture, pencil 

grip and pressure, letter formation and placement are monitored and supervised 

to avoid the development and reinforcement of unhelpful habits. Pupils who 

experience difficulties in fine motor movement will be given lots of 

opportunities to develop control through rehearsal with large body movements.  

All teachers are aware of the specific needs of left-handed pupils and make 

appropriate provision.  It is particularly important that left-handed children are 

seated on the left of a right-handed child so they are not competing for space.  

Teachers are aware that it is difficult for left handed children to follow 

handwriting movements when a right-handed teacher models them.  Teachers or  

Teaching Assistants demonstrate to lefthanders on an individual or group basis 

using their left hand as appropriate. Pencil grips, thicker pencils, triangular 

pencils and wider lines will be used by children who experience problems writing 

 

Assessment, Monitoring and Moderation  

The handwriting skills developed in this policy must be applied to all pieces of 

writing the children do.  

 Teachers ensure the application of handwriting skills by:   

 Reminding children of standards of writing and presentation at the 

beginning of lessons across the curriculum   

 Sometimes having handwriting as a lesson objective across the 

curriculum   

 Comparing handwriting in handwriting books with writing in other books 

across the curriculum   

  Ensuring children improve the presentation of their work if it falls 

below school expectations   

 English Subject Leader and/or Senior Leadership Team to monitor 

handwriting and presentation in books from across the curriculum 

regularly and provide feedback to teachers   

  Teachers model good handwriting skills at all times. They follow the 

handwriting policy when writing comments in children’s books.  

 

 



 

 

 Children are rewarded by their teacher with a sticker if handwriting is 

consistently good in their books and rewarded with a certificate if 

handwriting is consistently good across a range of books.   

 Children are rewarded by their class teacher with a handwriting 

pencil/pencil if handwriting is consistently good across a range of books.   

 Focused handwriting lessons are planned for target groups and/or 

individuals who require additional support. The amount of lessons needed 

is dependent upon the needs of the children.  

  

Review  

This policy will be reviewed annually by staff and governors 


